SCHEDULE F
DAY SCHOLARS REVITALIZATION SOCIETY PLAN
The Parties have agreed to settle the claims of the Survivor Class and the Descendant
Class (“Survivors”, “Descendants”) in the Gottfriedson v. AGC proceeding. Under the
Settlement Agreement, the Parties have agreed that Canada will fund $50 million to
establish the Day Scholars Revitalization Society (the “Society”). The Parties agree the
intention of the Society will be to support Survivors and Descendants in healing,
wellness, education, language, culture, heritage, and commemoration activities and
programs.
The monies will be used by the Society to support activities and programs for the benefit
of the Survivors and Descendants as follows:
a. to revitalize and protect the Survivors’ and Descendants’ Indigenous
languages;
b. to protect and revitalize the Survivors’ and Descendants’ Indigenous
cultures;
c. to pursue healing and wellness for the Survivors and Descendants;
d. to protect the Survivors’ and Descendants’ Indigenous heritage; and,
e. to promote education and commemoration.
The activities and programs will not duplicate those of the Government of Canada.
Grants will be made to Survivors and Descendants for activities and programs designed
to support healing and address any losses to languages, culture, wellness, and heritage
that Survivors suffered while attending Indian Residential Schools as Day Scholars.
The Society will be incorporated under the B.C. Societies Act prior to the
Implementation Date and will be properly registered in each jurisdiction in Canada to the
extent required by those jurisdictions. The Society will have between 5 and 11 Directors.
One of those Directors will be named by Canada, but will not be a Government
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employee. The Parties will ensure the other Directors provide adequate regional
representation from across Canada.
The Society will have a small administrative staff and will retain financial consultants to
provide investment advice. Once funds have been invested, the expenses of the
Society will be funded from investment income.
Advisory Board
The Directors will be guided by an Advisory Board consisting of individuals, appointed
by the Directors, who provide regional representation, understanding and knowledge of
the loss and revitalization of Indigenous languages, cultures, wellness and heritage.
The Advisory Board shall advise the Directors regarding all activities of the Directors in
the pursuit of the activities of the Society, including the development and
implementation of a policy for applications to obtain funding from the Society in that
pursuit.

